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Choose the words that are incorrect in the text below.

You only need to select one word for each error. There are 10 errors.

Move on to task B to write the correct tenses.

Last week, Maria speaks to her colleague, Ana, about going on a grand outdoor c

amping adventure. She had never being a fan of the outdoors, but this time, she

decided to give camping a try. On Friday, she was packed her bags when Ana rin

g to say they should leave immediately to beat the traffic. As they drived to t

he campsite, Maria felt extremely anxious about what was awaiting them.

The first night was tough; Maria lay awake, listening to the sounds of nature,

unable to sleep. However, by the next morning, something has changed. She woke

up early, eager to explore. Maria and Ana hiked through dense forests and climb

ed steep hills. Maria loves every moment of it!

At work, she can't stop talking about her experience. 'This time next weekend,

I’ll be put my tent up right in the middle of the forest!’ she told her colleag

ues. 'And by the end of 2025, I’ll have finishing climbing the 5 highest peaks

in England!' she added. She even managed to convince some of her most reluctant

workmates to join her.
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Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb in brackets.

If the exercise requires apostrophes, use the straight one (').

Last week, Maria ______________________(speak) to her colleague, Ana,

about going on a grand outdoor camping adventure. She had

never______________________________ (be) a fan of the outdoors, but this

time, she decided to give camping a try.

On Friday, she was________________________________ (pack) her bags when

Ana ____________________________ (ring) to say they should leave

immediately to beat the traffic. As they ________________________ (drive)

to the campsite, Maria felt extremely anxious about what was awaiting them.

The first night was tough; Maria lay awake, listening to the sounds of

nature, unable to sleep. However, by the next morning,

something _______________________________ (have) changed. She woke up

early, eager to explore. Maria and Ana hiked through dense forests and

climbed steep hills. Maria ______________________ (love) every moment of

it!

At work, she ___________________________ (cannot) stop talking about her

experience. 'This time next weekend, I’ll be ____________________(put)

my tent up right in the middle of the forest!’ she told her colleagues.

'And by the end of 2025, I'll have _________________________ (finish)

climbing the 5 highest peaks in England!' she added. She even managed to

convince some of her most reluctant workmates to join her.
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